Impressionistic Art to Feature New Technique

Section To Be Devoted To Each Academic Department

The 1933 Techique will feature much impressionistic art work in colors. In doing this, the size of the volume will not be increased, in a large proportion of the old style type will be omitted. In this manner it will present a book which is easier to read and does not contain as much here, cold fact. One of the new innovations is a section devoted to each of the academic departments of the Institute. Here also will be carried on the impressionistic idea, as in the title page of each section. As much as possible, the editors of the book will depart from the stereotyped makeup, and will vary the pages in style. The cover will carry out the general theme of the book, and is suggestive. It is a new scheme of Technology. The issue which will probably appear before Open House Day will make all in pleased and interesting reading.

First Techique in 1895

When the first issue of the yearbook appeared in 1896 it was a very unexpected, attempting only to preserve for posterity a record of events. The editors at that time announced the hope that "by making the first in every way a success, we shall carry on the line of Techiques stretching in perspectives towards the future. Looking back over the various volumes we see many changes for the better which bear out this wish. The first four Techiques kept the original small size and paper covers, and until 1910 do we see the lasty and growing interest in new clothes. That year the book was enlarged and bound in hard covers.

In 1910 the yearbook instituted many of its features and again in 1920, began to publish photographs of the faculty. It must be remembered that at this time good reproductions of photographs on the printed page were very expensive, and as a result very few of them were published. In 1923 Techique made the radical changes in athletics that were made at the student body, football and baseball were abolished and the present form of Field Day was substituted for the old Cane Rush. Also, color work was introduced at this time. It becomes harder to isolate further noticeable changes now that we come near to the latest volumes. Techiques becomes more than a catalogue of those who took part in this or that, for pages of text describing the various undergraduate activities are more evident. The 1930 book distinguished itself by introducing a section devoted to interior views of the Institute. The books of this period have become more and more cumbersome in thickness. It was not until 1934 however, that this was rectified by the increase in page dimensions that have been standard since this time.

Informal Introduced in 1915

The 1915 volume takes a big step forward by giving the book a lively atmosphere by the use of many informal photographs. Snapshots, which were used by previous editors only in connection with the summer camps of Mining and Surveying, are extended in scope to include every phase of student life. Since that time "informal" has become steadily growing in popularity. The 1915 Techique was the most premonitory of all the editions. Other Techiques have followed toward this, but it remains for this book to surpass all other years by including a review, current, and whimsies of Technology Life in all its phases undergraduate, foreign student, court and alumni. With this in mind, the editorial pages from the pages of Techique of 1915.

The Senior Portfolio first appeared in 1916, and in that year, the Techique reached its modern form. That

Promotions Leave Staff Vacancies

The Techique Reopens Competition For Positions During Second Term

With the start of Volume LI of the Techique next term, competition will be reopened for positions on the staff. At present, to the excuse of promotions, many openings are available for freshmen in both the business and editorial departments. The Techique department especially has opportunities for many with that particular staff left fall.

Men who avail themselves of this opportunity will have the advantage of not having to remain a full term in the paper in order to be eligible for promotion. News and sports men get experience interviewing men which can be secured in any other way. Men in the advertising department win the art of salesmanship which will be of use in their future life. The business and other department furnish training which is equal to that of a business, college. Many past members of THE TECH staffs have gained positions with large city newspapers, while some present members act as Technology correspondents for newspapers.

Members Rank High In Studies

Figure which was published several months ago showing the comparative standing of activities groups revealed the fact that a handicap was imposed on sportsmen which can be removed by working on THE TECH. The management of THE TECH needed second only to Alpha Beta Phi, while the staff ranked seventh.

Convers to important in impressing upon a man working on THE TECH the need for a humorous section. The need for a humorous section the book, whether business or editorial, will be able to substitute the jo
to the form course for E13.

Little Time Needed for Activity

Contrary to impression that a man working on THE TECH has to spend a great deal of time on it, due to the current semester the men never overworked. With all work the staff the students work time will spent on the paper will be correspondingly possible. Many of the men who were on the staff this past year were also members of other activities.

How much do they really count?

Good marks are of first importance. Certainly! But studies are not all that a college offers an undergraduate. Executives demand more book knowledge from their prospective college-trained assistants.

Freemans - in less than four years you will be facing a highly competitive employment market. How will you answer this query:

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES. MANAGERIAL, LITERARY AND EDITORIAL, ELECTIVE OFFICERS, SOCIETY, AND FRATERNITY MEMBERSHIP, ETC. PLEASE DIFFERENTIATE BETWEEN ACTUAL OFFICES AND SUSTAINED PARTICIPATION IN COMPETITIONS FOR THEM.

The first term is over. You have become accustomed to the routine of the Institute. You know how much time you can spend in fields other than study. Get into some activity! Learn the joys of working with your fellowclassmates in a common interest. Enroll in a course of Applied Humane.

With the first of next term THE TECH will begin a freshman competition leading to positions on the junior board next year. Reporter's positions are open in the following departments: News, Sports, and Features. Business positions are available in the Advertising, Business Service, and Circulation Departments.

Call at the Office in Walker Memorial any time after registration day and talk things over. Many of the happiest days of your college life will be spent working in an activity.

Make THE TECH your activity!